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Wishing you all the
very best for your
coming examinations. Your talents cannot
be measured by your marks but your dedication towards learning is reflected in the
marks you obtain.
Believe in yourself and you shall never
have to be afraid of any challenge.

Mrs. Sangeeta Baneerjee
(Principal)
CMS, GN2

Ms. Manjit Batra
(Senior Principal)
CMS, GomtiNagar

To my unicorns in a field of horses,

“The only
Person that shall
shape your future is
you.
Good Luck !”

God bless!

My blessings are always with you.

Down Memory
Lane

Sushama Rajkumar

The fledgling of CMS is all set to spread its wings
and embark upon its maiden flight.
I wish the students of Class X- CAMBRIDGE and
my heartfelt blessings and love.
May you soar high in the horizon of education ,
ready to take on the world.
May success kiss your feet.

These days are probably the most important part of your
educational journey so far. You have progressed well
and deserve to be successful. So, stay focused, revise
well, but make sure you have time to relax too. Chuck
fear and nervousness out of the window in case you are
feeling it. Face your exams with courage - for you have
prepared, and been prepared, well.
It has been a joy taking this journey with you – seeing
you push, sometimes fall, but getting up each time to
better yourselves, smiling through the tears. You have
survived every challenge that was thrown at you and
remained happy. A big well done to the way you have
conducted yourselves always. Keep that happiness and
resilience high. I am sure your positivity will attract
positivity. Dare to believe and plan to achieve.
It is your time to shine!!
Love & Luck
Sushama Rajkumar.

“Fame vaporizes, money goes with the wind,
and all that’s left is character.”
Dear students of Class X,
As you are getting ready to take your IGCSEs,
you will be receiving gems of advice from all
and sundry.
So, I thought I too should get on the bandwagon and offer some pearls of wisdom of my
own.
Dear children, at the outset, remember that you
are loved no matter what.
At the same time, also remember that although
your capability is not measured by the number
of A*s on your report card, we definitely expect you to give your very best.
It may be a cliché but I do believe that there are
no shortcuts to success. So, get out there and
try your best, but never, ever compromise on
your morals and values, because true joy only
comes from winning a fair game.
Blessings and good luck.
- Shan Ara Khan
Teacher Editor

Student Editor’s Note
Hello dear readers, and welcome to another issue of 'The
Bridge'!

Anahita : Student Editor
Ipshita : Student Sub-Editor

This is an issue unlike any other, for this is no mere magazine, oh no, it is a tribute. Yes,
a tribute to our very own exam
warriors, our dear class 10.

Our Club Members:
Sai, Trisha, Tejas, Sara, Navya
Rai, Navya Bhardwaj, Luvina,
Tavisha, Vangmay , Ojas,
Yahya, Faizan, Moulik, Riya,
Ojaswi, Neel, Kavya, Aastha,
Yuvraj and Aryan Srivastava

These days, we see little of
class 10, for they are going
through a rigorous set of PreBoards, but, what is amazing is
that we are watching history
being written, for class 10th is

Root word of the month
‘ped’
A Greek word meaning
‘related to children’

1. Pedagogy-The method and
practice of teaching.
Sentence-If pedagogy doesn’t
keep pace with technology,
today’s students will be
woefully unprepared for the
real world.
2. Pedantic-making an
arrogant show of learning
Sentence-His pedantic nature
makes it very difficult to be
his friend.

about to become Cambridge
Section's first batch to go
through the IGCSE Boards!
Best of luck, Class 10!
So, we are proud to present
an edition fit for exam warriors of all ages and all stages.
Are you nervous? Excited?
Laid back? Sure of your success? Are you in denial
about the proximity of exams? Well, this issue is for
you. Chock-full of handy
tips, techniques, motivating
articles and even jokes, it is

time we welcome exams in
style.
Oh, and also stick around
for exclusive Class 10 interviews in which the students
tell all, from titles they
would give their classmates,
to tips for their juniors. All
that and more awaits in this
special issue of 'The
Bridge'.
Live Long and Prosper.
- Anahita Singh(IX)

“Success doesn’t come to you, you go to it.”

Sleep

well...so that your br ain has the oppor tunity to consolidate new
knowledge and you can stay focused.

Have

confidence in yourself. Do not compar e your self to other s and
stay positive!

Identify your best time. Study when you ar e at your most aler t.

Limit distractions. Keep your self away fr om social media, mobile
phones and gaming.

Patience

is the key. Never lose your patience dur ing the exam. If you
are nervous, take a deep breath and then continue.

Scan the QR code to follow
Cambridge on facebook.
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know you can do it!

Rock the exams.
— SHILPI AGARWAL
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Success for me is…

Everyone has a different
opinion about SUCCESS.
For some it means earning
money; for some it is respect; for some it means
happiness. As per me,
SUCCESS is the feeling

of achievement, triumph
and feat. Being the best in
academics is not all that
matters. At a young age
you can be successful
when you know you are
above average in everything. You need to strive
in every field possible for
a teenager. Exploring new
possibilities, learning new
things help us to become
SUCCESSFUL. I feel,
when you grow up, earning self-respect and es-

For me, success is something which you
can’t get easily- you have to work hard,
work for it. I feel successful when I win
a match in football or cricket, I feel it
when I win a dance competition, I feel it
when I am applauded by my whole
school for some reason. It is not just a
competition or a match which makes me
successful; if I become the reason for
someone’s smile or their happiness then
that is also success for me. If you are an
average boy/girl exploring an ocean of

teem for things you do,
you are SUCCESSFUL;
when your family loves
you for what you do,
you are SUCCESSFUL;
when other people have
a high opinion of you,
you are SUCCESSFUL.
I think that I have been
trying to become the
best version of me so
that I can be called
SUCCESSFUL.
Success at this moment of my life is to
fulfill the dreams of my teachers, that their
students get good marks and I am a student,
who is trying my best to get it done. This
will not only make me happy, it will also
bring a smile on my teachers’ faces. I will
work hard to accomplish this; this is the
best gift we, as students, give to our
teachers.

-Varad Srivastava (IX)

- Mohammad Umar
( IX )

creativity using your imagination as
your ship, trying to improve yourself in
fields you are not good at, then you are
successful.

Success for me is
having a positive
attitude
towards
others. Success for
me is making my
parents proud. Success for me is not
giving up even when
I fail, because a failure is more successful than one who
never tried.

-Mayank Singh, Class IX
Everybody is diverse, and born
with different interests, aspirations
and dreams. For me, success is that
golden feeling I get when I am rewarded for the effort I have put into
something; the feeling I get when I
accomplish a goal; when I get up in
the morning, happy and fulfilled.
– Tavisha Kalakoti (VII)

Success to me is
becoming a better person, not
about becoming
rich or famous,
as nothing can
buy happinessnot even money.
Luvina Ramchandani

(VII)

Success to me is
to achieve all my
goals and kick
start my new life
without sadness
or anger.
All my resolutions
would
come true.
Adeena Usman

(VI)

Success to me is like climbing to
the top of the mountain and getting a gold medal. It only comes
when your concentration, goal,
hard-work and target is a fixed
thing that you want to achieve. If
we work hard day and night, keeping a positive outlook, we can’t
lose.
- Sarika Yadav(VIII)

Success to me is
‘Not Giving Up’. A
lot of people give
up just before they
meet success, just
because they are
not patient and do
not believe in
themselves.
Summyya Mahi

(VII)

Success to me is
when all disheartening thoughts
leave me and I
have trust in my
heart and faith
that I will achieve
whatever I set out
to achieve.
Shruti Singh

(VI)

Success for me is
a motivation which
can help me to
achieve my goals
and to be successful, not only in my
studies, but for the
rest of my life.
Syed Bashar

(VII)
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FOOTPRINTS ….
I joined CMS Cambridge in class V.
After that, my way of living changed. I
experienced something new. The teachers are really, really polite to us. We can
ask them anything about the subject
freely. The tables are arranged in groups
so that we can interact easily. The most
wonderful thing is that there are only 25
students in my class. This makes learning and making friends simple and
swift. When I sit in the computer lab, I
feel like a computer geek; when I read a
book in the library; I feel I am at home,

Being a student at the Cambridge section is the best feeling
of all. I learned a lot of new
things here. Mainly I improved
my English skills. In Cambridge
there is no such thing as
‘mugging up’. We learn new
things with loads of activities
and practicals. No day is boring,
for every day we learn something special and exciting. The
beautiful library is a great place
to read and enhance our vocabulary. I am glad to be a part of
the Cambridge Section.
- Navvya Bhardwaj (VII.)

reading. I live the subjects, not study
them. We learn while playing and play
while learning. CMS Cambridge is better than any school in Lucknow. I am in
love with this school!
- Archit Agarwal (VI)

I joined CMS Cambridge in 2017 in class V.
It was really comfortable as there were less
than 30 students in my class. The studies are
brilliant. The teachers are protective, smart,
kind and vigilant. The students are really
friendly and I easily mingled with them. At
CMS Cambridge, I always learn new things
and we do not have to memorize things without understanding the concepts. The school
helps to improve our skills.
Daiwik Dutt Singh (VI)

After joining the Cambridge Section
of CMS, my life has changed in a
positive way. Although it is very
different from my previous school,
it has really changed me. I have
improved my learning skills with
the help and guidance of my
teachers. After coming here, I have
pushed myself to the limits and still
I want to try harder…
- Luvish Ramchandani (IX)
At CMS Cambridge, we enjoy learning
with many activities which are really
helpful for us. We develop and learn
something new everyday. The teachers
are always there to support us and help us
unconditionally. Studying at Cambridge is
a great opportunity for us. It has opened
the doors of success for us.
Sanskriti Saigal ( VIII)

CMS Cambridge Section, the
newest in line, has something
more to offer. It has the best
foreign educational services in
Lucknow. This section has to
achieve all great heights and it
can.
Aryan Srivastava (X)
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Message Box
A FEW WORDS FOR OUR BELOVED CLASS X
All of you are in class 10th and have to study a lot. Don’t
stress, do your best and of course forget the rest.
Even when things seem bad, take time to smile and
you’ll still find a way to reach the top. When you are
struggling in something, believe you can and you are
half way there, because you were born to win. But to be
a winner, you must plan to win, prepare to win and believe in yourself. Good luck guys for your boards.

Dear Mahmood Bhaiya, you are capable of amazing things. I know you will
do wonders.
Dear Shauryansh Bhaiya, if you did all
the things you are capable of, you
would astound yourself!
- Yahya Asraf (VIII)

(SO HOW’S THE JOSH!)
-Samar Pratap Singh (VI)

Dear Priyaj Bhaiya,
You are a great, sporty and the most amazing person I have ever seen in the whole
wide world.
You support me in the steps I take. You are
like a best friend to me, you are a genius
and a beaming senior of mine! I hope you
accomplish all your goals and become a famous champion.
You are an extraordinary role model to me.
Thank you so much for all love and support!
I hope you succeed in your future life and
remember when you take a step, I will always be following you; when you think of
me, I will be right there, behind you.
Your sis,
Shruti Singh.

Me during exams:
A, B, C or D?
“Well I haven’t had a B
for like 4 questions, so I
will choose that.”
________________________

My attitude in the exams:
They give me questions I
don’t know
I give them answers they
don’t know
_________________________

During an exam:
People look up for inspiration
Down in desperation
And left and right for information
_________________________

Why do we write ‘etc.’ at
the end of the exam?
…
…
…
…
Cause it means;
‘End of thinking capacity.’

CARPE
DIEM

Good luck for your exams. Knock ‘ em out with your intelligence.

Don’t wait for it. Work for it.

CARPE
DIEM

CARPE
DIEM

Nothing is impossible as the word itself says I’m possible.

Sometimes the questions are complicated but the answers are simple.

CARPE
DIEM

CARPE
DIEM

Knowing is not enough; we must apply.

Wishing is not enough; we must do.

CARPE
DIEM

Those special memories of you
will always bring a smile
If only I could bring you back
For just a little while
Then we could sit and talk again
Just like we used to do
You always meant so very much
And always will do too
The fact you will no longer be here
Will always cause me pain
But you are forever in my heart
Until we meet again
Swarnim Jaiswal ( Class VI)

Dear Class X.
Whenever we think of the past, it brings back so many memorieslike the Christmas fun we had together.
Wishing you all the good luck in the world.
We had a great time with you all. You all acted like leaders and
were so friendly. We believe you can achieve much in your life. You
will always be in our hearts no matter where you are.

Good luck for your boards. We will remember you, always.
Trisha & Garima ( Class VI)
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REVISE RIGHT
'Note-making is the single most important skill ever,' said every IGCSE student
ever. Notes can help encapsulate even the most complex topics in an
understandable manner, and even fight exam stress and jitters. But, what method
of note writing is right for you? Here is a non-exhaustive guide to note-making,
perfect for the novice note-taker.

THE OUTLINE METHOD

MIND-MAPS

THE CORNELL METHOD

Perhaps the most common
note taking method, every
student is well versed with the
outline method. You start
with a heading, and add subheadings when necessary.

Systematic notes not your
style? Do you prefer letting
your creative juices flow over
the pages, and take pride in
demonstrating your creative
prowess? Well, then mindmaps just may be the thing
for you. Full of small doodles,
colours and free-flowing
lines, mind maps present a
great medium for those creatively-gifted.

Created by a Cornell professor
for easy exam revision, the Cornell method states that you divide your page into three columns-Questions, Notes, and
Summary.

Pros-All of the information is
clearly visible
-There is lots of room to improvise and add your own little notes.
Cons-This method can seem
drab, uninspiring and boring
to many.

Pros-Can be personalised
-Speed can be maintained
Cons-Are considered confusing by many
-Taking the time out to decorate mind maps is something
many people can't do.

Pros-The summary column can
help make sure you understand
the topic well enough to write a
one line summary. This makes
for easy revision.
-You can write down all your
questions in the Questions column. This helps keep track of
your learning, and even adds to
your memory when you come
back
to
your
notes.
Cons-The rigidity of the Cornell
method reduces its popularity.
-Drawing three columns while
the teacher dictates their notes
doesn't seem like a logical step
to many.
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REVISE RIGHT
The Right tips can make the difference between an A and an A*. So, we asked all
the teachers for all tips and techniques they felt were key to successful exams.

BIOLOGY &
CHEMISTRY
-Study regularly.
-Understand key concepts.
Never try rote memorization.
-Make flow charts and mind
maps for complex topics
-Past Papers are for understanding the pattern, NOT for
cramming.
-Clear your doubts as soon as
possible, don’t keep storing
them up.
- Sneha Ma’am

ENGLISH
-Use skimming and scanning
techniques in comprehension.
Read the questions first, then
read the passage.
-Underline the keywords in the
question. Answer accordingly.
-Remember to use connectors in
summary and article writing.
-Organize writing into clear paragraphs.
-Use correct tone and register .

GEOGRAPHY
-Try to summarize important
points and develop a good
conceptual base.
-Practice Survey maps and
Diagrams
-Pay attention to key words .

-In the writing tasks remember
to write at least one paragraph
on each of the bullet points.
-Check your spellings, grammar
and punctuation. Write neatly.
Good presentation will give a
good impression.

- Aditi Ma’am

-In the end remember You are
the best!
HISTORY
-Keep in mind the chronological order of events
-Revise, and make mind maps
and flowcharts
-Practice interpretations of
Source Studies.
- Aditi Ma’am

- Shanara Ma’am

MATHS AND PHYSICS
-In-depth understanding of
concepts is essential.
-Work on feedback given by
the teachers.
-Practice past papers by keeping time frame in mind and
work on problems you got
wrong.
-Use a revision checklist to
keep on track.
- Abhishek Sir

HINDI
- Revise all your answers.
- Believe in yourselves.
- Don’t worry about the outcome, just give it your 100
percent.
- Manju Ma’am

COMPUTER
- Practice all the past papers.
- Revise the notes posted on
Google Classroom.
- Do not cram the pseudocode , understand the logic
and practice how to apply it.
-Your answers should address
command terms specifically.
- Your answers should not be
just in points. They shouldn’t
be generic. Write to-the-point
and specific answers.
- Shilpi Ma’am

